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“Pay close attention to the content of social media access, production, and education…shift from narrowly focusing on the brightest signals of social media to highlight those that are
obscured…make a case for the scientific need of social media data access in the name of public health and social welfare. We will need industry- and university- based researchers to unite.”
– Gray M.

BACKGROUND

• Social media generates massive amounts of patient-reported data.
• Unique challenges arise when working with social media data, as is common with
other sources of secondary data.
• Scientists must adopt innovative and multidisciplinary approaches to utilize this
data for improved healthcare quality.
• Consensus as to where and how social media data utilization fits within public
health research design is needed.
• Theoretical frameworks can serve as a roadmap for the reuse of patientgenerated data from social media for conducting rigorous, evidence-based
research.

Theoretical Framework: Do I
understand the utility of OHCs
from all stakeholder perspectives
and how these perspectives shape
my research? What is the goal of
my research and how do social
media data help me attain these
goals? (e.g., populations with
rare diseases) Do I expect higher
likelihood of response bias due to
anonymity or other interaction
factors?

Ethics: Are participants aware
of my use of their publicly
available data? How do I ensure
that the [involuntary] study
participants benefit in the
short and long term? Is there
substantial societal benefit?

• leads to better formulated research questions and hypotheses, more appropriate
selection of research methods, and conclusions

• Recent attention has been placed on online health communities (OHCs), a subset
of social media where patients and their caregivers gather to learn about a shared
illness, seek and offer support, and connect with others in similar situations (e.g.,
“Cancer Survivors Network”).

Law: Am I breaking any laws? Did I
read the agreement terms to ensure
that data reuse is allowed? Do I
need permission from a moderator?
I understand that I am at risk for
collecting and storing potentially
illegal data and have implemented
screening methods to mitigate this
risk.

Variables of interest: I am
interested in studying 1)
content, 2) member
characteristics, 3)
engagement, or 4) impact.
Study Design: Does my data
allow for adjustments of
potential confounders? Can I
assume consistency, where my
outcome of interest is welldefined and unchanging
throughout the entire study?
Is there a chance of
misclassifying the outcome of
interest -is this probability
of misclassification random? I
am aware that studies of
causality are impossible with
my data. What is my population
of interest? Will analysis of
this convenience sample have
significant impact-is there a
theoretical reason to believe
that participants have
different experiences and
sentiments compared to the
population of interest?

Tools: Nvivo, R, Python,
Excel add-ons,
webcrawlers. Most OHCs
don’t have readily
available APIs and may
require advanced coding.
Data Management and Analysis:
Extraction of large amounts of
data may require a database for
management of unstructured data.
Some sources allow for geocoding
of posts for spatial analysis
and linkage to other datasets
(e.g. census). Have you provided
access to the data and code that
was used in your study?

Conclusion: Have you
discussed the strengths
and limitations of this
study’s conclusion as
it pertains to data?

Things to consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Consider removing names (real or username), photographs as data is stored outside of forum.
Obtain permission from the moderator.
Patient consent not needed; perhaps, recommended.
Discuss most of the questions raised in this framework with publication of results.
Topics related to health information seeking behavior and needs, attitudes and knowledge seemed to be
more readily accessible.
6. Report persistent identifiers based on PID Information Types (PID) WG outputs. Also, Data Citation WG
developed recommendation to ensure that dynamic data is reproducible at the moment of computation
and on the most up-to-date version of the available data.
7. Create standardized metadata with data publication.

Figure 1. Examples of posts from a cancer OHC

• Objective: to develop a framework with recommendations for the reuse of
patient-generated data from OHCs in public health research

Figure 2. A guiding framework for the reuse of data from OHCs for health research

• Insights gained are expected to be mostly generalizable to other social media
sources and will serve as a foundation for future studies

METHODS

• Queried PubMed database using search term: (("medicine"[MeSH Terms] OR
"medicine"[All Fields]) OR "public health"[All Fields]) AND "Social Media"[Mesh]
AND hasabstract[text] plus snowball sampling method
• Inclusion criteria included articles that 1) had available peer-reviewed abstracts
that were published after 2005, 2) reported analysis of social media data within
(bio)medical or public health domains, 3) were written in English, and 4) were
original research.
• We reviewed abstracts (n=300) and excluded studies that described disease
surveillance, health interventions, health messaging strategies and evaluations,
and use of OHCs for recruitment purposes.
• Recommendations and guidelines from the the Research Data Alliance (RDA)
working and interest groups were incorporated into framework.

RESULTS
Table 1. Description of a sample of reviewed articles
DGiles & Newbold

Song, Mei et al.

Thompson , VázquezOtero et al.

Lu, Yingjie et al.

Human Classification
Rhetorical analysis
NLP

CONCLUSIONS
• Social media data reuse has the potential to guide public health research and
policy, if used in a methodologically sound manner.
• Learn about patient’s experiences, what works and doesn’t work to improve
healthcare quality
• Not meant to replace other data source, but compliment existing data and research

• While there is possibility for noisy or inaccurate data, the significance of the
availability of fast, large-scale, low-cost, and unadulterated data collection via
social media data rise is undeniable.
• Public mistrust of social media build due to events (e.g., US elections), education
level and other disparities, failure by scientific community to report science openly.
• Information needs/ seeking, knowledge and attitudes were mostly studied; studies
often lacked details as mentioned in Figure 2.
• Knowledge for analysis of social media data can generate hypotheses that inform
future studies and medical practice. Some studies were also “hypothesis testing.”
• The framework that is presented in this current project is the first of its kind,
addressing the gaps bought by the scale and nature of this type of data. It should
be used and expanded upon by researchers wanting to conduct rigorous studies
using patient-generated data from social media.
• Future studies should expand upon this framework from an interdisciplinary
perspective and design quality control methods such as scoring algorithms to
assess validity of social media data and research based on the issues raised in this
framework.
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Sampling
Patient Consent/
Terms of service
Python; Nvivo;
MySQL

Tools used
Hypothesis driven/
generating

Purpose

Hypothesis generating

Hypothesis driven

explore how
diagnosis functions in the
context of online mental
health
community forums

identify whether
dentists discuss the
oral-systemic
connection and
what aspects they
discuss; to
understand their
perceptions of and
attitudes toward
the connection;
and to determine
what information
they need to treat
patients with
systemic conditions
(knowledge and
attitudes)

Webcrawler software
(Offline Explorer 6.8)
Hypothesis generating

Hypothesis driven
•
•
•

explore the
preconception health
messages that are
publicly available
online, and critically
examined these
messages through a
women’s health
perspective

determine the
characteristics of
different stakeholders
involved in health care
social media to
facilitate an
understanding of
health care social
media use.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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